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Transfer Pricing Newsletter

Timely news and information regarding transfer pricing in Guatemala

The Superintendence of Tax Administration –SAT–
launches a NEW Transfer Pricing Annex to be
completed jointly with the 2016 Annual Income
Tax Return by next March 31, 2017. The NEW
Annex is complex and requires the information in
the 2016 Transfer Pricing Study in order to be
completed.

The Tax Administration has modified the
"Transfer Pricing Annex to the Income Tax
Return" in e-Servicios the virtual services
agency
The most relevant changes to the Transfer Pricing Annex to the Annual Income
Tax Return 2016 are detailed below. These changes are intended to comply
with the implementation of the Transfer Pricing Technical Guide that the Tax
Authority released the last month of November.
Section 1: Taxpayer Information.
In this section, the Tax Authority has added two new numbers: 5. which firm
prepared the transfer pricing study? And 6. NIT or tax identification number of
the country to which the tax advisor who prepared the study belongs.

Section 3: Shareholders Information.
In this section the number 2 is added "Name of direct individual shareholders".
This applies if the previously entered shareholder (in number 1) is a legal
entity and the taxpayer must enter the names of the main individual
shareholders that are indirect owners of the capital of the taxpayer.

Section 6: Operations.
Most of the changes in the Transfer Price Annex are concentrated in this
section. The Tax Authority has added the numbers 7. "Aggregate or
disaggregated analysis", 8. Database used and "Comparables". Also, it is
requested to detail the type of arm’s length range used, as well as the
percentage or price obtained by the company in the transaction analyzed and
finally it is requested to detail the amounts that set up the interquartile range
being these: lower quartile, median and upper quartile.

Recommendation

Our recommendation is that the company must be prepared with its
Transfer Pricing Study 2016 to fill in the transfer pricing annex to the
Annual Income Tax Return by the next March 31st.
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